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Section Statement  What compliance looks like SMBC Current Position Action 

Identified? 

Y/N 

1 The Responsibilities of the Chief Finance Officer and Leadership Team  

A The leadership team* 

is able to demonstrate 

that the services 

provided by the 

authority provide value 

for money 

The authority has a clear and 

consistent understanding of 

what value for money means 

to it and its leadership team. 

There are suitable 

mechanisms in place to 

promote value for money at a 

corporate level and at the level 

of individual services. 

The authority is able to 

demonstrate the action that is 

has taken to promote value for 

money and what it has 

achieved. 

The authority has clear accountability and arrangements to deliver 

value for money. 

There is a clear scheme of delegation to members if the cabinet and 

officers, robust scrutiny and audit arrangements, and a clear council 

plan. There is evidence based decision making.  

The decision making processes are underpinned by clear financial and 

procurement regulations, and corporate contract management, 

consultation and risk management approaches. Procurements are 

overseen by CLT acting as a procurement board. Pre-engagement is 

done with the market to test the scope of any proposed contract.  

As part of procurements there is a social value portal, which requires 

bidders to set out clear tangible commitments to delivering social value 

through their delivery of the contract. 

Contract management is managed through leadership teams, with KPIs 

monitored and regular contract review meetings undertaken. Comments 

and complaints are fed into this process. This approach is strong in 

many areas, but more consistency is needed in practice. 

Performance data and customer feedback is regularly reviewed and 

action is taken on issues identified. This is at CLT, DLT and team 

levels.  

Recent and planned peer reviews demonstrate a leadership that is 

seeking continuous improvement – with the most recent Corporate Peer 

Review giving a positive verdict about how the council delivers its 
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services.  

The council has a strong record of identifying and delivering efficiency 

savings with clarity about any impacts on services. There is strong 

evidence of reviews of internally and externally provided services being 

used to improve value for money and ensuring that services remain fit 

for purpose. Savings are all subject to Fair Treatment Assessments and 

delivery in managed corporately through ARTOP. 

Annual external audits do not raise value for money concerns. 

B The authority complies 

with the CIPFA 

Statement on the Role 

of the Chief Finance 

Officer in Local 

Government 

The CFO is a key member of 

the leadership team, involved 

in, and able to being influence 

to bear on, all material 

business decisions. 

The CFO leads and 

champions the promotion and 

delivery of good financial 

management across the 

authority. 

The CFO is suitably qualified 

and experienced. 

The finance team is suitably 

resourced and fit for purpose.  

Our Chief Finance Officer post is a key member of the senior leadership 

team, reporting to the Chief Executive. He is actively involved in, and 

does influence, all material business decisions.    

Our CFO personally leads on the Medium Term Financial Strategy and 

ensures that all risks are considered and detailed as part of the MTFS, 

in conjunction with the other members of the senior leadership team. 

He is CIPFA qualified with significant experience of local government 

finance. 

There is a contract in place for specialist financial advice which can be 

used where necessary. 

The CFO through the Finance team provides the financial reporting and 

monitoring to senior leadership teams and Members, with the Treasury 

Management reporting going through Audit Committee and Council as 

prescribed in the CIPFA Prudential Code and the CIPFA Treasury 

Management Code. 

The Council has an overarching Medium Term Financial Strategy which 
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incorporates a separate Revenue MTFS, Capital Strategy and Treasury 

Management Strategy. 

The Finance division is suitably resourced with appropriately qualified 

staff, and is fit for purpose. 

2 Governance and Financial Management Style  

C The leadership team 

demonstrates in its 

actions and behaviours 

responsibility for 

governance and 

internal control 

The leadership team 

espouses the Nolan principles. 

The authority has a clear 

framework for governance and 

internal control. 

The leadership team has 

established effective 

arrangements for assurance, 

internal audit and internal 

accountability.  

The leadership team 

espouses high standards of 

governance and internal 

control. 

The leadership team nurtures 

a culture of effective 

governance and robust 

internal control across the 

authority. 

The leadership exhibit the Nolan principles of public life. 

There are up to date Officers delegations document (January 2020) and 

Members delegations (November 2019). There is also an up to date 

Cabinet portfolio structure and responsibilities document (as at May 

2019). 

There is a separate Financial Regulations document which is updated 

annually and goes to Audit and Governance Committee, then Full 

Council for approval. Financial Regulations contains links to the 

Council’s Rules for Contracts document and both are clear about the 

respective authorisation limits for authorisation of contracts and the 

subsequent commitment/incurrence of expenditure). 

There are separate Audit and Governance Committees. Audit 

Committee has three independent members as well as Councillor 

representation. Governance Committee considers all aspects of 

Corporate governance.  

All Cabinets and Committees have separate Terms of Reference and 

there is a document which explains all of the different types of roles. 

There is a code of conduct for councillors which is overseen by the 
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Governance Committee and was last updated in July 2019, after which 

it was approved by Full Council. 

The authority has in place a clear framework for governance and 

internal controls. 

There are effective arrangements for assurance, internal audit and 

internal accountability. Any areas of concern raised through those 

arrangements are managed robustly and transparently. 

The leadership team espouses high standards of governance and 

internal control and communicates these clearly to all staff. 

There is a culture of effective governance and robust internal control 

which is nurtured by the leadership team. Internal audit is used to bring 

focus to any areas of concern and to ensure that standards remain 

high. 

The authority has a robust financial system in Oracle. The maintenance 

of strong system controls will be part of the project to move to the 

Cloud. 

D The authority applies 

the CIPFA/SOLACE 

Delivering Good 

Governance in Local 

Government: 

Framework (2016) 

The authority of aware of the 

provisions of the CIPFA 

Delivering Good Governance 

Framework. 

The authority has sought to 

apply the principles, behaviour 

and actions set out in the 

Framework to its own 

There is a strong internal audit function which produces robust reporting 

and recommendations across all functions. This is subject to external 

review every 5 years and the last review (2018) found that the service 

was good. 

The code recommends that a local code of governance is developed 

and reported against annually. The format of this code would be 

specific to each authority to be appropriate for its structure. SMBCs 

assessment is that the Annual Governance Statement (which includes 
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governance arrangements. 

The authority has in place a 

suitable code of governance. 

our Local Code of Corporate Governance), along with the standards 

and arrangements for governance set out above, meet this 

requirement. 

Internal Audit have assessed their compliance against the Public Sector 

Internal Audit Standards and reported this Audit Committee in 2018/19. 

This includes them having an external validation every 5 years, which 

has been completed.  

The Head of Internal Audit has also assessed themselves against the 

latest CIPFA document The Role of the Head of Internal Audit 2019, 

and is in line with the requirements. 

E The Financial 

Management Style of 

the authority supports 

financial sustainability 

The authority has an effective 

framework of financial 

accountability. 

The authority is committed to 

continuous improvement in 

terms of the economy, 

efficiency, effectiveness and 

equity of its services. 

The authority’s finance team 

has appropriate input into the 

development of strategic and 

operational plans. 

Managers across the authority 

possess sufficient financial 

literacy to deliver services 

cost-effectively and to be held 

The Council has the following framework: 

 Member delegations which include financial responsibilities; 

 Officer delegations which include financial responsibilities; 

 Financial Regulations which set out financial responsibilities for 

Directors, Budget Managers and all employees of the Council 

and all Members. 

The authority is committed to continuous improvement in terms of the 

economy, efficiency, effectiveness and equity of its services. Both 

procurement and management processes emphasis reviewing the 

effectiveness of ways of working, and looking for different ways to 

achieve the same or better outcomes, and challenge alignment to 

current priorities. 

The Finance Managers for each directorate sit on their leadership 

teams and key boards, and ensure appropriate engagement from 

finance into all strategic and operational plans. All decision making 
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accountable for doing so. 

The authority has sought an 

external view of its financial 

management style, for 

example through a process of 

peer review. 

papers to those forums, and to members, are reviewed/approved by the 

most appropriate person from the finance function. 

A Managers Handbook highlights the key elements of the requirements 

of the Financial Regulations. All budget managers are required to 

complete mandatory training on their financial responsibilities and also 

receive additional training aligned to their needs from the finance team 

which supports them. 

There has not been a peer review of the council’s financial 

management approach, though financial elements have been reviewed 

in other peer reviews that the council has had. The recent LGA 

Corporate Peer Review had a theme dedicated to “financial 

management and sustainability” and it concluded that the authority 

managed its finances well. 

3 Long to Medium Term Financial Management  

F The authority has 

carried out a credible 

and transparent 

Financial Resilience 

Assessment 

The authority has undertaken 

a financial resilience 

assessment. 

That assessment tested the 

resilience of the authority’s 

financial plans to a broad 

range of alternative scenarios. 

The authority has taken 

appropriate action to address 

any risks identified as part of 

the assessment. 

The authority has reviewed the CIPFA Financial Resilience index and 

reviewed whether it is comfortable with the areas that the index flags as 

more concerning, given the specific natures of Solihull as an authority. 

Reference is made to this in the annual Medium Term Financial 

Strategy. 

Areas highlighted as potential concerns in the latest published version 

of the CIPFA resilience index were reviewed deemed to not be a cause 

of concern. The methodology flags outliers as potentially more 

concerning, however the council has clear reasons for why it has high 

reserves (for example). Comparisons with other authorities are a helpful 

area to raise challenge but no risks were identified from the analysis 
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that would result in a change of budget strategy.  

There has not been an independent assessment of the local authority’s 

financial resilience other than the CIPFA index and the annual external 

audit. However the Council’s position has been reviewed as part of a 

number of peer reviews, including the most recent LGA Corporate Peer 

Review, and that concluded that “the authority manages its finances 

well and is in a strong position”, though it flagged up risks around 

children’s and investments that need to be kept under review.  

In the MTFS there are illustrative figures about how changes in key 

assumptions about inflation, business rates and council tax base would 

impact on the need to make savings over a long period, and the extent 

to which such pressures could be managed in the short term through 

the budget strategy reserve. 

The MTFS sets out the Council approach to managing risks to its MTFS 

through the Budget Strategy Reserve and specific contingencies for 

children’s and adult’s social care which are intended to mitigate 

demand risks. There is not specific analysis of the scale or potential 

impact of these demand risks in the MTFS. 

G The authority 

understands its 

prospects for financial 

sustainability in the 

longer term and has 

reported this clearly to 

Members   

The authority has a sufficiently 

robust understanding of the 

risks to its financial 

sustainability. 

The authority has a strategic 

plan and long-term financial 

strategy that addresses 

adequately those risks. 

The current medium term financial strategy is for 3 years; however the 

council’s capital plans cover a significantly longer duration. 

The MTFS for 2020/21 and to 2022/23 includes an assessment of key 

risks to the MTFS over a 10 year period, and there the potential range 

of savings requirements which would be required in those scenarios. 

The MTFS is also projected forward at the current main assumptions for 

10 years.  
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The authority reports 

effectively to the leadership 

team and to members its 

prospects for long-term 

financial sustainability, the 

associated risks and the 

impact of these for short- and 

medium-term decision making. 

The risks modelled include the level of inflation, the size of the council 

tax base, business rates growth, and pay inflation. There is also an 

assumption about the size of emerging pressures. There is not a 

service analysis underpinning that assumption of the scale of pressures 

currently. 

The authority has a strong understanding of its risks; however service 

risks are set out in a more narrative format, which means that it can be 

hard to see the potential scale of the impact.  

The current high levels of uncertainty around future funding for local 

government which make producing a meaningful long term plan very 

challenging. 

The Council has a strategy to ensure that the Budget Strategy Reserve 

retains a sufficient balance to be able to manage emergent financial 

risks and allow the time for properly evidenced longer term mitigations 

to be developed. This acts as a buffer to ensure that appropriate 

engagement can be made about plans to address emergent issues. 

Reports to the leadership team on the MTFS and the Capital Strategy 

set out the longer term risks at a high level and set out how key risks 

are being managed. The reports within year provide updates on 

pressures and mitigations when compared with the original plan, and 

ensure that there is oversight to where emergent issues are likely to 

require longer term amendments to that plan. 

H The authority complies 

with the CIPFA 

Prudential Code for 

Capital Finance in 

The authority is aware of its 

obligations under the 

Prudential Code. 

The local authority is aware of its obligations under the Prudential Code 

and has assessed itself as compliant with those obligations. Like the 

Financial Management Code, there are many areas of compliance 

where the guidance allows for the Council to decide what an 
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Local Authorities The authority has prepared a 

suitable capital strategy. 

The authority has a set of 

prudential indicators in line 

with the Prudential Code. 

The authority has suitable 

mechanisms for monitoring its 

performance against the 

prudential indicators that it has 

set. 

appropriate fit is; and there is not a single way to be compliant. 

The authority has a 10 year capital strategy (The Code suggests up to 

20 but the authority has judged that 10 years is a more reasonable 

period over which to have meaningful plans) and within that prudential 

indicators are set in line with the Code. The capital strategy sets out the 

high level plans, with individual decisions made about investments or 

capital schemes through separate reports to members. 

There are effective mechanisms in place to monitor performance 

against the code, with quarterly reporting to Audit Committee on the 

performance against the prudential indicators which the council has set 

for itself through the strategy. 

The Capital Strategy does not currently have longer term input from 

services about their likely requirements. This would further enhance the 

strategy.  

I The authority has a 

rolling multi-year 

Medium Term 

Financial Plan 

consistent with 

sustainable service 

plans 

The authority has in place an 

agreed medium term financial 

plan. 

The medium-term financial 

plan consistent with and 

integrated into relevant service 

plans and its capital strategy. 

The medium-term financial 

plan has been prepared on the 

basis of a robust assessment 

of the relevant drivers of cost 

and demand. 

The authority has in place an agreed 3 year medium-term financial 

plan. This plan is consistent with the capital strategy and refreshed 

annually to reflect relevant service plans, commitments, and emergent 

issues and to agree future savings plans. This ensures that the Council 

always has a 3 year balanced budget, allowing for plenty to time to plan 

and deliver any approved savings / service changes. 

Cost drivers and demand are considered within each directorate and 

used to form the basis of pressures identified and mitigations / savings 

put forward. The detail of the analysis of cost drivers is not shared as 

part of the budget setting process, though reference is made to 

particularly large changes in the narrative. 
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The medium-term financial 

plan has been tested for 

resilience against realistic 

potential variations in key 

drivers of cost and demand. 

The medium term plan is the best assessment of each director of what 

their demand pressures will be. The Council maintains a budget 

strategy reserve which mitigates risks in that assessed demand across 

the Council.  

Although the plan is set on a rolling 3 year basis, there is the 

opportunity annually to revisit plans where the latest data indicates that 

there have been material changes to assumptions. 

The authority has tried different formats of service plans over the years, 

and currently does not require the completion of formal service planning 

templates by directorates. Consideration is needed about how best to 

articulate how the financial plans link to the agreed deliverables and 

responsibilities of directorates. 

4 The Annual Budget  

J The authority complies 

with its statutory 

obligations in respect 

of the budget setting 

process 

The authority is aware of its 

statutory obligations in respect 

of the budget-setting process. 

The authority has set a 

balanced budget for the 

current year. 

The authority is likely to be 

able to set a balanced budget 

for the forthcoming year. 

The authority is aware of the 

circumstances under which it 

should issue a Section 114 

notice and how it would go 

The authority understands its obligation in respect of the budget-setting 

process and has set a balanced budget for the current year, and the 

two following years. The Council’s MTFS process is designed to deliver 

a full 3 year balanced budget each year. 

The authority is aware of the circumstances under which it should issue 

a section 114 notice and how it would go about doing so. 
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about doing so. 

K The budget report 

includes a statement 

by the Chief Finance 

Officer on the 

robustness of the 

estimates and a 

statement of the 

adequacy of the 

proposed financial 

reserves 

The authority’s most recent 

budget report includes a 

statement by the CFO on the 

robustness of the estimates 

and a statement of the 

adequacy of the proposed 

financial reserves. 

The report accurately 

identifies and considers the 

most significant estimates 

used to prepare the budget, 

the potential for these 

estimates to be incorrect and 

the impact should this be the 

case. 

The authority has sufficient 

reserves to ensure its financial 

sustainability for the 

foreseeable future. 

The report sets out the current 

level of the authority’s 

reserves, whether these are 

sufficient to ensure the 

authority’s ongoing financial 

sustainability and the action 

that the authority is taking to 

address any shortfall. 

The most recent budget report includes a statement by the Chief 

Finance Officer on the robustness of the estimates and a statement of 

the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves. 

The budget report sets out the detail of estimates in terms of revenue 

collections and council tax household assumptions. It does not set out 

service assumption details and the impact of variations in those. 

The authority has a strong reserves position, which ensures its 

sustainability for the foreseeable future. This includes general reserves 

as well as the Budget Strategy Reserve and the Business Rates 

Windfall Reserve. The authority has a prudent approach to what is 

needed to manage risks. 

The report sets out the current level of the authority’s reserves, the 

sufficiency of them and the plans for reserves in the future. No shortfall 

has been identified. 
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5 Stakeholder Engagement and Business Plans  

L The authority has 

engaged where 

appropriate with key 

stakeholders in 

developing its long 

term financial strategy, 

medium term financial 

plan and annual 

budget 

The authority knows who its 

key stakeholders are. 

The authority has sought to 

engage with key stakeholders 

in developing its long-term 

financial strategy, its medium 

term financial plan and its 

annual budget. 

The authority has assessed 

the effectiveness of this 

engagement. 

The authority has a plan to 

improvement its engagement 

with key stakeholders. 

The authority is aware of who its key stakeholders are. 

The authority does limited formal engagement with residents on its 

medium term financial strategy and annual budget. There is 

engagement with the unions and representatives of local businesses on 

an annual basis. 

The authority’s view is that widespread engagement with the public on 

council spending is hard for residents to engage with in a meaningful 

way, and is not effective in influencing the budget plans. 

Engagement with residents is conducted in line with individual service 

changes proposed within the budget, as part of the development and 

delivery of those proposals, rather than detailed engagement on the 

whole budget. This allows the engagement to be more targeted to 

affected groups and ensures that the engagement is meaningful. The 3 

year budget cycle means that there is sufficient time to engage and 

then make any amendments to plans and delivery without having an in 

year financial consequence. 

The council now operates a consultation and engagement register to 

better coordinate engagement with key stakeholders and to ensure 

consistency of quality of engagements.  

The council reviews the effectiveness of individual engagements, 

looking at whether representation is consistent with the expected 

demographics, which methods prove most effective and whether 

response rates are consistent with those for similar engagements. 

Findings are fed in to future engagements. 
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The corporate peer review recently conducted by the LGA suggested 

there was more to do in engaging residents in direction setting and 

clearly articulating key messages to them. 

M The authority uses an 

appropriate 

documented option 

appraisal methodology 

to demonstrate the 

value for money of its 

decisions 

The authority has a 
documented option appraisal 
methodology that is consistent 
with the guidance set out in 
IFAC/PAIB publication ‘Project 
and Investment Appraisal for 
Sustainable Value Creation: 
Principles in Project and 
Investment Appraisal’. 

The authority offers guidance 
to officers as to when an 
option appraisal should be 
undertaken. 

The authority’s approach to 
option appraisal includes 
appropriate techniques for the 
qualitative and quantitative 
assessment of options. 

The authority’s approach to 
option appraisal includes 
suitable mechanisms to 
address risk and uncertainty. 

The authority reports the 
results of option appraisals in 
a clear, robust and informative 
manner that gives clear 
recommendations and outlines 
the risk associated with any 

The Council does not currently have a consistent process for 

undertaking and documenting option appraisals. This is currently under 

review, with a plan to bring in an approach that is sufficiently scalable 

that it can be used for projects across the council. 

The accepted practice within the authority is that there are no major 

investments or service changes without undertaking an options 

appraisal. These are reviewed and managed through DLTs and project 

/ programme boards, and ultimately inform decision making reports to 

members.  

These contain both quantitative evaluation of costs and benefits and 

qualitative evaluation of fit to service objectives and outcomes for 

residents. 

The option appraisals include an evaluation of risk and uncertainty and 

the extent that this can be mitigated for given options. 

Reports for decision set out the outcomes of these option appraisals 

with clear recommendations and risk. Risks from agreed options are 

then managed through the corporate risk management approach. 

There is not a single approach used for the understanding of the 

financial impacts of projects, not all of which are about investment 

appraisal. For major investment projects there is a decision matrix, 

which members signed-off in 2017 which is used to set out the 
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preferred option(s). evaluation criteria and assess against it.  

For smaller projects, and recommissioning approaches the full IFAC 

guidance is considered to be excessive. The projects are considered 

over their lifespan, but where changes to services commissioned are 

being made, unless there is some element of future dated payment or 

asset, NPV assessments result in no changes to the decisions being 

made. 

6 Monitoring Financial Performance  

N The leadership team 

takes action using 

reports enabling it to 

identify and correct 

emerging risks to its 

budget strategy and 

financial sustainability 

The authority provides the 
leadership team with an 
appropriate suite of reports 
that allow it to identify and to 
correct emerging risks to its 
budget strategy and financial 
sustainability. 

The reports cover both 
forward- and backward-
looking information in respect 
of financial and operational 
performance. 

There are mechanisms in 
place to report the 
performance of the authority’s 
significant delivery 
partnerships. 

The reports are provided to 
the leadership team in a timely 
manner and in a suitable 

Monthly summary financial monitoring (forecast) based reports to 

Directorate Leadership Teams and Corporate Leadership Teams, which 

identify significant variances and corrective actions being taken. The 

reports cover the position to date and the forecast for the remainder of 

the financial year, with the impact into next year. 

Quarterly reporting to members addresses pressures, savings and 

mitigations over the current 3 year MTFS period. 

There are mechanisms in place to report the performance of the 

authority’s significant delivery partnerships. These vary for specific 

Boards (e.g. Solihull Together for health and social care) to reports to 

Cabinet Portfolio Holders on their delivery programmes (e.g. UK 

Central) dependent on the nature of the partnership. 

Reports to DLT are within 2 weeks of the end of the month in question. 

Reports to members are as soon after the end of the period as the 

report process will allow. 

The leadership team is happy with the reports it receives and with its 
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format. 

The leadership team is happy 
with the reports that it receives 
and with its ability to use these 
reports to take appropriate 
action. 

ability to use these reports to take appropriate action. 

 

O The leadership team 

monitors the elements 

of its balance sheet 

which pose a 

significant risk to its 

financial sustainability 

The authority has identified 
the elements of its balance 
sheet that are most critical to 
its financial sustainability. 

The authority has put in place 
suitable mechanisms to 
monitor the risk associated 
with these critical elements of 
its balance sheet. 

The authority is taking action 
to mitigate the risk identified. 

The authority reports 
unplanned use of its reserves 
to the leadership team in a 
timely manner. 

The monitoring of balance 
sheet risks is integrated into 
the authority’s management 
accounts reporting processes. 

The authority considered its reserves position, investments and 

borrowing and it’s collection of debt as most critical and therefore 

reporting has focused on those. 

Forecast use/contribution of/to reserves is reported on a quarterly basis 

to the Senior Leadership Team and the Full Cabinet – this highlights 

any changes to planned use of reserves, and the adequacy of them. 

The senior leadership team sees this information monthly. This then 

feeds into any MTFS refresh, along with intelligence about key risks. 

Borrowing is reported to Audit Committee on a quarterly basis as part of 

the Treasury Management reporting. 

Debt information is provided to the Directorate Leadership Team 

meetings, as is the current and forecast levels of reserves. DLTs are 

expected to take the lead on ensuring that their debts are recovered. 

Bad debt provisions and aged debt are regularly reviewed with the 

provision reassessed annually to mitigate potential issues and 

collection policies are regularly revisited.  

Other assets and liabilities are not routinely reported on. 

Officers are currently reviewing how major balance sheet items can be 

made more visible in quarterly financial reporting. 
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7 External Financial Reporting  

P The Chief Finance 

Officer has personal 

responsibility for 

ensuring that the 

statutory accounts 

provided to the local 

authority comply with 

the Code of Practice 

on Local Authority 

Accounting in the 

United Kingdom 

The authority’s leadership 
team is aware of the CFO’s 
responsibilities in terms of the 
preparation of the annual 
financial statements. 

The authority’s CFO is aware 
of their responsibilities in 
terms of the preparation of the 
annual financial statements. 

These responsibilities are 
included in the CFO’s role 
description, personal 
objectives and other relevant 
performance management 
mechanisms. 

The authority’s financial 
statements have hitherto been 
prepared on time and in 
accordance with the 
requirements of the Code of 
Practice on Local Authority 
Accounting in the United 
Kingdom. 

The authority’s leadership team and the CFO are aware of the CFO’s 

responsibilities in terms of the preparation of the annual financial 

statements. These responsibilities form part of the CFO’s role 

description and personal objectives. 

The authority’s financial statements have been prepared on time and in 

accordance with the requirements of the Code of Practice on Local 

Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom, and have been 

consistently given an unqualified opinion by external auditors. 

N 

Q The presentation of the 

final outturn figures 

and variations from 

budget allow the 

leadership team to 

make strategic 

The authority’s leadership 
team is provided with a 
suitable suite of reports on the 
authority’s financial outturn 
and on significant variations 
from budget. 

The information in these 

The presentation of the final outturn position to the Senior Leadership 

Team and Full Cabinet compares the outturn to the last forecast and 

explains the reasons for any further variances from budget. In year 

reporting sets out variations from budget for each forecast. 

The report to Full Cabinet is in the style of an MTFS update report 

which will start with the position from when the Council set the budget 
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financial decisions reports is presented 
effectively. 

These reports are focused on 
information that is of interest 
and relevance to the 
leadership team. 

The leadership team feels that 
the reports support it in 
making strategic financial 
decisions. 

and will update it for known changes to the overall financial position 

since then. This is an effective format for communicating changes to 

plans. 

These reports focus on material issues, which require action or 

awareness from the leadership team and therefore are appropriately 

focused. 

The leadership team agreed that the reports support it in making 

strategic financial decisions. 

 


